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Information sharing
for efficient road transports
Henrik Sternberg

Introduction
More than 80 percent of all goods transports in
the EU are via the road network. Other types
of transport – rail, water, air – appear to have
reached their upper limit in Europe with regard
to capacity utilization, but the more flexible
road transports are expected to further increase
their share. Important societal functions such
as hospitals, filling stations and various business
operations are entirely dependent on smoothly
functioning deliveries by truck. At the same time,
research in both Europe and the US indicates that
road transports are often lacking when it comes to
planning and efficiency.
An American survey from 2008 shows that
inefficiency in conjunction with loading and
unloading alone costs American haulers a dizzying
three billion dollars each year. Poor planning and
inadequate communication between the parties
in the transport chain also entail unnecessary

environmental impact in the form of carbon
dioxide emissions and consumption of fossil
fuels. Despite clear incentives for improving the
performance of road transports, several studies
point to sluggish development.

More knowledge needed
To improve efficiency, there must first be an
understanding of which activities create value
and which are unnecessary. By eliminating
unnecessary activities – waste – work is carried
out smarter, benefiting both haulers, personnel
and transport purchasers as well as society at large.
It is not easy however, to search out waste in the
transport sector, where many parties are involved
in the chain of transactions and various forms of
collaboration and interchange.

Inefficiency in conjunction
with loading and
unloading has major
economic consequences for
haulers. There is potential
here for improvement.
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Those involved in road transport, and primarily
trucking companies, are often not covered by
government initiatives that are oriented to
making logistics more efficient. The reason for
this can be that road freight is considered as
relatively inexpensive in relation to total cost in
the transport chain. The companies themselves are
not making any greater efforts either to improve
their processes. Studies show that the parties
in the transport sector invest approximately 1
percent of sales in development and renewal. For
other industries, the number is between 5 and 18
percent.
A common misconception is that fuel constitutes
the highest cost for road transports. Research
produces an unambiguous picture of personnel
actually being the heaviest cost item, even if
the distribution varies depending on transport
distance.
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The diagram shows the distribution of costs for road
transports. Personnel account for the heaviest cost item,
which is especially clear when it comes to shorter distances.
Source: Swedish Association of Road Transport Companies.
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Potential for increased efficiency

degree that the new technology can contribute to
increased efficiency.

Earlier research suggests that better sharing of
information between the various parties in the
transport chain is the key to reducing waste
and making road transports more efficient. This
applies both on the individual level, such as
for individual drivers, and on the system level,
where common solutions raise performance
throughout the transport chain. At the same
time as the investments in ICT, Information and
Communications Technology, are increasing in
the transport sector, there is uncertainty as to the

In his doctoral thesis, Henrik Sternberg has
focused on revealing the waste in road transports
and explaining why inefficiency occurs in
the interaction between different parties.
Through a large number of field observations
and experiments, the potential of improved
information sharing is also evaluated. The thesis’
results and conclusions are welcome contributions
to the collective knowledge that forms the basis
for the authorities’ decisions, directives and
investments in the transport sector.

Waste on the roads
The Lean philosophy, which has gained ground
in several different branches in recent years, can
also be used to identify unnecessary activities in
the transport sector. With the departure point
in The Toyota Way’s classic forms of waste,
road transport’s equivalents are presented in the
thesis.
1. Overproduction: Unnecessary and
exaggerated administration with drivers
spending a large portion of their time at
the hauler’s office reporting on performed
transports, picking up freight bills, receiving
information about new assignments, etc.
2. Unnecessary waiting times: When loading
and unloading, waiting times occur as a
result of queues, limited access to forklifts
and other equipment. This applies to both
transport purchasers and recipients as well
as to the hauler’s own terminal for load
transfer.
3. Incorrect routes: The drivers drive
unnecessarily long distances, either due to
incorrect address information or because
they choose a certain route based on
personal preferences.
4. Unnecessary movements: Confusion as
to where loading and unloading is to take
place leads to extra driving or walking
within the terminal area. The driver must
often leave his or her vehicle to carry out
administrative routines.

5. Damages: When goods are damaged
during transport, costly and superfluous
administrative tasks become necessary.
Faulty vehicles and other equipment must
be removed from service for repairs, which
decreases overall capacity.
6. Poor resource utilization: Inadequate
planning leads to vehicles and other
equipment not being used or being used
in the wrong way. It can be a matter of for
example, an unfavorable combination of
tractor and trailer.
7. Unprofitable assignments: Haulers accept
jobs for which compensation is too low
to cover the costs and generate profits. A
common argument is that it is better to
accept a low-paid assignment than to let a
truck stand idle.

Significance of the transport chain
To understand how waste occurs and how it can
be limited, each activity must be considered in
its context. An individual transport assignment
is a part of a transport chain that includes for
example, a manufacturer, transport purchaser,
dealer and end-customer. These parties’
relationships affect overall efficiency. A framework
is presented in the thesis that provides an
overview of the efficiency problems that are
related to the relationships in the transport chain.
The structure is shown on the following page.

Work structure: Due to wishes from customers, road transport companies develop individual
routines, offer different freight rates and accept agreements that entail additional administrative
work. Unclear distribution of responsibility between road transport companies and haulers creates
problems. The same applies to established agreements being ignored and replaced by verbal
agreements between individuals.
Structure for equipment: When the proper equipment is lacking at the recipient’s site, unloading
can be delayed, which mainly affects the hauler. Problems often occur in handling of odd goods of
larger dimensions such as those that occur at construction sites and in agriculture.
Planning and control: Various forms of demands from the parties in the transport chain limit
the haulers’ resource planning and efficiency. Transport purchasers may demand that the goods
be picked up before a certain time of day, which means that the hauler has to drive a route that is
unfavorable. Poor planning at the transport terminals also creates unnecessary waiting times for
drivers when picking up, delivering or reloading goods.
Information flow: The exchange of information between the parties in the transport chain
is usually insufficient, which among other things causes considerable administrative work,
unnecessary waiting times and movements in conjunction with loading and unloading. Incorrect
information about the goods’ weights and dimensions complicates planning and prevents the
trucks from utilizing their full load capacity.
Power structure: Unbalanced conditions of strength in the transport chain cause the haulers to
feel forced to accept assignments with lower profitability so as not to lose important customers.
The power structure also stands in the way of the development of routines and practices because
the influential parties are permitted to dictate the conditions for the entire chain.
Structure for risk and reward: The haulers’ reimbursement is normally based on a certain
portion of the total freight cost, alternatively on weight and distance. This means that the haulers
themselves must absorb the costs for unpaid time, such as with unnecessary waits, that are related
to inefficiency in the transport chain.
Culture and attitude: There is often a derogatory attitude to the truck drivers by the other parties
in the transport chain. This creates problems in the form of increased stress on the part of the
drivers and high personnel turnover at the haulage firms. In business relations where the drivers
have more regular contact with the shippers and receivers, the problems appear to be lesser.

Potential of information sharing
Previous studies point to a clear connection
between increased information sharing and
improved efficiency in road transports. What is it
then that is holding back technical development?
An obvious problem is that the positive effects of
information sharing require that all parties in the
transport chain use the same system. This means
that the individual parties cannot automatically
profit from ICT – investments are generally very
extensive and costly.
For the parties in the transport sector to take the
first step and invest in new systems, individual

incentives are necessary as complements to the
overall objective of improving performance
throughout the transport chain. Waste normally
occurs in conjunction with communication and
interaction between two different parties, such
as when a driver arrives at a freight terminal. It is
therefore difficult to identify individual incentives
and here both research and business face a major
challenge.

Trailer-ID (RFID)
Positioning (GPS)
E-Seal

Truck-ID (RFID)
Driver identification
Positioning (GPS)
Proof of Collection
Pre-notification
Proof of Delivery
E-manifest
Driver work order

Example of technology that raises efficiency. Real-time positioning enables preparations to be made at
the terminal, which reduces the driver’s waiting time upon arrival. With electronic sealing, the load
does not have to be examined by customs officials, which saves considerable time. Source: Volvo Group.
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Experiment – Port Pilot Gothenburg
To demonstrate the potential of information
sharing, an experiment has been conducted called
Port Pilot Gothenburg (Hamnpiloten Göteborg).
In the experiment, a truck was equipped with a
number of sensors and IT components for sharing
information in conjunction with deliveries to the
Port of Gothenburg. During 16 actual transport
assignments, the time was measured from the
truck’s arrival at the port’s outer gate until the gate
was opened.
The results from the experiment were later
compared with the hundreds of measurements
that were made with a “standard” truck and the
results are striking. Information sharing reduces
the average elapsed time from 10 minutes and
11 seconds to just 47 seconds – a difference of 9
minutes and 24 seconds.

The results from the
Port Pilot Gothenburg
experiment show how
implementation of ICT
eliminates unnecessary
activities for deliveries to
the Port of Gothenburg.
The results were published
in the Journal of Business
Logistics (33:1).

The Port Pilot experiment is costly and technically
complex, and therefore only 16 measurements
have been made. The measured times are
also affected by factors that are beyond the
experiment’s control, such as the port personnel’s
efficiency on the individual level. Despite this, the
Port Pilot experiment demonstrates with desirable
clarity that increased information sharing reduces
the activities that do not create value, primarily
administration and unnecessary waiting time.

Summary
Road transport companies normally try to reduce
fuel consumption for transports but lack the
knowledge for seeing and combating other forms
of waste. They consequently do not question
the largest cost in road transports, namely the
drivers’ working hours. Even small improvements
and efficiency measures can contribute to major
savings. The portion of the drivers’ time that is
spent on activities that do not create value can
instead be utilized in handling more assignments.
The Lean philosophy, which is now as good as
established in the manufacturing industries,
is beginning to gain a foothold in the service
sector as well. The framework presented shows
how Lean can be used to identify waste in road
transports. To eliminate unnecessary work, at
the next step the relationships in the transport
chain must be developed. Unnecessary driving

due to poor information negatively affects the
road transport companies economically but also
entails unnecessary environmental impact. To
improve and make the processes more efficient,
information sharing and expanded collaboration
are needed between the various parties.
The Port Pilot experiment gives a clear
indication that increased implementation of
ICT can reduce the drivers’ waiting times and
automate administration, such as upon arrival
at a freight terminal. For the haulers, increased
technical support can entail that more transport
assignments can be conducted with the same
resources. For other parties in the transport chain,
such as the freight terminals, it reduces manual
administration, which affects work quality
and reliability, at the same time as costs can be
reduced.

The Port of Gothenburg. Source: Port of Gothenburg.
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